DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IN CATHOLIC EDUCATION
Catholic Education Western Australia is delivering a new world
of possibilities through LEADing Lights, a digital learning ecosystem
that’s transforming education in Catholic schools across our state.

This is important: to get to know
people, listen, expand the circle
of ideas.
The world is crisscrossed by roads
that come closer together and
move apart, but the important
thing is that they lead towards
the Good.
- Pope Francis

ENRICHING COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING COMMUNITIES
Catholic schools are called to offer a diverse and inclusive education for all, striving for
excellence, innovation and collaboration to support students to realise their unique
potential and true calling. In this way, they will come to have life and have it to the full.
Centred on the mandate of the Bishops of Western Australia, Catholic Education Western
Australia (CEWA) is dedicated to being responsive to the emerging world that children and
young people are facing. At the heart of this work is an intent to help our students to know,
love and respect themselves as children of God, able to make a meaningful contribution to
the communities and societies they serve.
Accordingly, CEWA has undertaken a significant digital transformation program called
LEADing Lights to enhance today’s capabilities for learning, teaching and leadership so we
can become a more connected, creative and Christ-centred learning organisation.
The LEADing Lights digital transformation initiative enables us to improve learning through
collaboration and shared knowledge, delivering unprecedented connectivity amongst our
students, educators and families.
Through this initiative, everyone in our learning community will have access to a
personalised experience as information, analytics and tools are brought together to enrich
the education journey. For students and teachers, learning and resource sharing will be
streamlined and our schools will become progressive centres of communication and
collaboration. From a school leader’s perspective, LEADing Lights has the potential to
significantly enhance the management and processes of schools and guide them into a
new era.
The outcome is equity and access for all, with the child at the centre.
We invite you to discover the infinite educational opportunities that tomorrow’s
technology is bringing to Catholic school life today.
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CEWA IS ENABLING EVERY SCHOOL TO BE PART
OF THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION. STARTING WITH YOURS.
When computers first began appearing in schools, few of us realised the impact they’d have on
education. Over time, schools have added on new software solutions, features and functionality
- including ‘apps’, timetabling, finance and various school management systems. This has
resulted in platforms that feel bolted together, applications that don’t talk to each other and a
user experience that’s clunky and inconsistent. If this sounds familiar, you’re not alone. In fact,
you’re the reason why a revolution has been sparked in education transformation.
LEADing Lights combines user-centred design with the most advanced technical capabilities
and powerful education tools, all united in a highly dynamic and insightful platform. CEWA
is enabling a vast array of benefits and opportunities to over 80,000 students, together with
teachers, educators and staff right across Western Australia.

A dynamic, intelligent platform

and integration with a schools’ existing

The integration of modern learning tools

technologies and devices.

into a cohesive, intelligent platform paves

In close collaboration with school leaders

the way for improving educational outcomes

LEADing Lights team has created compelling

and greater learning equity. LEADing Lights

user experiences built around user friendly

has been designed by educators, pedagogy

interfaces that are easy to learn and use, but

experts and software engineers who have

powerful enough to support sophisticated

drawn on their extensive experience in

outcomes.

education to deliver tomorrow’s digital
learning environment.

Drawing together all facets of teaching,
learning and administration into one unified

Compatible with all operating systems and

system, LEADing lights is empowering all of

any Microsoft, Android or Apple device (Mac,

us to reimagine the way we deliver world-

iPad etc), LEADing Lights provides flexibility

class learning experiences.

Teaching &
Learning Tools

Your Portals
& Insights

Administration
of Schools
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EMPOWERING BETTER EDUCATION FOR ALL
LEADing Lights has the power to provide schools with a complete and detailed picture of their
teaching and learning community. From an integrated picture of the single student, through to broad
trends across an entire education network, the LEADing Lights platform delivers unprecedented
educational insights.

Student view
Learning
Other data
sources

Today - Fragmented View
Leaders and educators traditionally have a
limited ‘slice’ of data for each student, stored in

Assessments

multiple, disconnected systems. Housing all the

Wellbeing

components that shape each student’s education
experience in one easy to use location is a powerful
step in this education revolution.

Teacher
observations

Future State - Single View

Learning

Unlock a single view of each student and the many

Other data
sources

different factors contributing to their learning success.
Teachers can then leverage these interconnected
insights to personalise tools, resources and support
for each student, ensuring they get the most from a
connected, content-rich world.

Assessments

Wellbeing
Teacher
observations

360 View of Student
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Community network view

Today - Complex
CEO WA

Today, school communities often consist of a series
of complex networks that don’t talk to each other.
With limited ways to extract meaningful, systemwide data, it’s hard to get a clear picture of our
school community as a whole.

Future State - Simplified

Other Tools
& Apps

A secure, unified digital hub improves connectivity
in school communities. This reduces complexity and

Insights

enables a single view of the whole school network
and system.

Office
365

CEWA
School
Community

Portals

Administration
of Schools

360 View of community network
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A CONNECTED LEARNING ECOSYSTEM
LEADing Lights has been designed as a dynamic, intelligent platform that can be easily adapted to
any school environment. To assist with its implementation, we have developed an adoption journey to
ensure seamless roll out of the new tools and systems into CEWA schools.
Credentials

Office 365

Administration of Schools

Portals

Insights

Celebrate

Users can also customise what they want to see and how it interacts with other systems and apps,
making the technology work harder and freeing them up to focus on the things that matter.

What does the LEADing Lights journey provide?
Credentials & Identity
A single, secure identity to access a central digital learning ecosystem spanning each school and its community. Hosted in
a sophisticated cloud environment, users can have peace of mind that their personal data is secure and student information
transitions with them if they change schools. There’s no need to maintain multiple environments or face complex licencing
arrangements and data synchronisation issues.

Office 365 & Tools

Administration of Schools

A suite of teaching and learning tools with customised

A single, integrated system linking finance, student

education features designed for every leader, teacher and

administration, school and academic management,

student. This will enable everyone to share securely and

attendance, wellbeing, reporting, marketing and more.

easily, improving communication, collaboration and teaming.

This new platform provides a clear picture of staff and

Office 365 provides access to old favourites such as Word

students in real time, saving time, resources and helping

and PowerPoint – alongside new learning and productivity

schools focus on the things that matter.

tools including Teams, Class Notebook, Sway and Stream.

Portals

Insights

Your portal is a personalised digital hub designed

Insights leverages data from Administration of Schools,

to surface the tools and information each user needs

Office 365 and external information sources to provide

to streamline their everyday activities. For teachers, they

visuals and analytics to empower decision-makers to

can have an ‘at a glance’ view of student wellbeing,

improve they way they teach, learn and manage their

attendance, financial and academic performance..

school.

Celebrate
Everyone’s progress and success can be measured and celebrated - whether locally, CEWA-wide
or beyond. This is achieved through shared experiences, conferences, international and national
recognition, global teacher communities and global programs.
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Teaching &
Learning Tools

Office 365 & Tools

Administration
of Schools

Your Portals & Insights

Student Info & Wellbeing

Finance

Lesson planning

Student profiles

Billing and accounts receivable

Assignments and feedback

Student health

Accounts payable

Develop, find and share digital content

Attendance

Financial reporting

Communication and collaboration tools

Wellbeing and engagement notes

Asset register

Working with video and digital

Cash and bank management

storytelling

Trading activities

Data visualisation
Learning support and communities

Academic Management
Student Management

Virtual learning courses

Marksbook and reporting

Polls, surveys and quizzes

Timetable

Coding and designing

Academic calendar

Student profile management

Academic communications

Attendance management

Noticeboard

Marksbook

Recent and recommended documents

Student plans and wellbeing

Quality feedback

Family and caregiver profiles

Office 365: Class Notebook, Forms,

OneNote, OneDrive, Planner, Yammer,
Outlook, Stream, Sway, Delve, Power BI,
Teams
Other Tools: Claned, Minecraft

Education Edition, Imagine Academy

Insights

School Management

Data visualisation and benchmarking

Enquiries

Test result comparison and trends

Applications and enrolment

Learning environment impact

Academic management (timetabling,

Absenteeism impact

curriculum planning)

Parent engagement impact

Marketing and communications

Intervention recommendations

Administration

Pastoral care outcomes

Reporting (academic, operational)
Calendar
VET

Intranet

Students with disability (SWD)

School directory
Document management
News and announcements
Risk and compliance (PRIME)

Note that the portal experience depicted is based on a typical teacher view.
Each user will have a different experience based on their individual needs.
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POWERFUL OPPORTUNITIES
AND CAPABILITIES FOR EVERYONE
LEADing Lights has the ability to open doors for all users in the CEWA network, changing the way we
approach education and seeing us support and empower every staff member and student on their
teaching and learning journey.
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Students

Teachers

Leaders

With intelligent tools, resources

Teachers can reimagine teaching

School leaders benefit from the

and support for learning, students

and learning at a new pace when

integration of activities involved in

can take full advantage of what

technology is seamless and simple

running a school - from streamlined

technology makes possible in a

– from sparking student creativity

administration processes to

connected, content-rich world.

by designing compelling learning

advanced benchmarking of teaching

They’ll also have access to a wider

experiences, to understanding more

quality and academic outcomes.

choice of materials in a variety of

about students and how to help

The secure platform allows leaders

formats, school subjects and project

them every step of the way. Greater

to do more with less and create

groups, enabling them to drive their

visibility of student performance,

environments that empower

own learning and collaborate with

professional development

teachers to better support learners.

others. In addition, they will benefit

opportunities, peer support options

Sophisticated data analysis and

from content recommendations

and helpful, intelligence-based

predictions also inform school

generated specifically for them by

assessment tools are all designed

management and student wellbeing.

sophisticated algorithms and tools,

to ease the administrative workload

This enables timely identification of

together with teacher guidance.

and empower teachers to better

potential issues that can be dealt

As they move from one year level to

serve the learners in their care.

with proactively before they become

the next, or one school to another,

This new platform helps improve

critical challenges.

all their information follows them

teacher productivity and enables

providing a continuous record

them to further their own learning

and experience.

and growth.
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Administrators

IT Leaders

Parents

Administrators gain access to a range

IT Leaders can manage world class

With visibility of their child’s progress

of benefits including streamlined

technology and tools with the

in real time, parents can stay

student and staff management and

security of a sophisticated, cloud-

connected and be more involved

an efficient, centralised information

based platform. Data is housed

in their child’s education journey.

hub for marketing, accounting,

within fully integrated systems that

They have the ability to access

fundraising and communications.

talk to each other, reducing the

additional insights and content and

Applications, enquiries and

maintenance of multiple fragmented

can more easily manage payments,

enrolments can be better managed

systems. This enables IT leaders to

submit information online and

and key functions automated. Each

focus on the technology that helps

communicate with teachers and

school’s community engagement

improve learning outcomes rather

the school community. Best of all,

efforts can also be simplified -

than working on backups and

their child will be more informed,

from parental through to alumni

repetitive manual tasks.

challenged and empowered than

engagement.

ever before.
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ME?

Students
•

Collaborate with my teachers and peers in real time

•

Access resources and tools that enhance my learning and wellbeing

•

Explore new ways to learn in a fun environment

•

See my class learning materials, timetables, notifications and results in one place

Teachers
•

Benefit from a single view of student management and teaching tools, data and content

•

Gather holistic insights into individual student progress and wellbeing (i.e. health,
engagement metrics)

•

Benchmark student results against internal and external goals

•

Identify intervention opportunities for students needing additional support

•

Personalise the learning and collaboration experience with my peers and students

Leaders
•

View school, staff and student performance to inform ongoing improvements

•

Benchmark year on year progress (internal and external) to plan for enrolment
and resourcing

•

Gauge academic performance against targets and predict outcomes

•

View staff administration to streamline team management

•

Customise financial reporting to easily view budgets, invoices, salaries and other data

Parents
•

See how my child’s academic performance and wellbeing metrics are tracking in real time

•

Exchange information easily with the school (i.e. authorise school requests,
read newsletters, request teacher meetings)
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•

Make payments online

•

Receive tailored support for special needs or requirements

THE ADOPTION JOURNEY

The roadmap to digital transformation
Designed to be accessible for every school, the adoption journey can be tailored to accommodate
schools with specific needs. Implementation can be phased, so each school can migrate their existing
administration, learning and student management systems in a staggered manner – allowing time to
familiarise everyone with the new suite of tools and technologies.
There are five phases in the adoption journey. Our aim is to support and empower schools through
each phase of adoption and implementation to achieve a seamless rollout.

1

Credentials & Identity
Single, secure identity to unlock the
platform’s potential and access all
systems and services

4

2

Portals
Personalised dashboards that unite
systems and common tasks into a single,
easy-to-use location

5

Office 365 & Tools
Integrated suite of teaching and
learning tools. Empowering engagement
and collaboration

3

Administration of Schools
New finance, administration,
academic management, attendance
and reporting capabilities

Insights
An analytics and data visualisation
hub for benchmarking and trend
analysis
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EDUCATING IN THE FUTURE

Technology and predictive analytics go beyond

LEADing Lights is a truly ground-breaking

using data to improve learning outcomes – they

initiative based on sophisticated technology

place the student at the centre of an integrated,

systems that:

holistic education experience.

•

predict needs and outcomes

A one-size-fits-all approach to education doesn’t
empower students to get the most value from
their learning. However, predictive analytics

•

to create scalable analysis and reporting

beyond simple reporting into tailored, action-

that can be carried out at an individual,

based learning improvement tactics. Flexible
any time, in any place and in any way that best

school or system level
•

support improved learning and wellbeing

The future looks exciting for CEWA schools and
technological advancements that are paving the
way for cognitive services, artificial intelligence
and other capabilities that support adaptive

Leverages multiple student touchpoints
(families, teachers, students, schools) to

suits a student’s individual learning approach.

the possibilities seem endless with amazing

Uses the full visibility of student
characteristics, school and community data

opens the door to personalised learning, going

environments enable customised learning at

Uses machine learning to anticipate and

outcomes beyond the classroom
•

Uses a blend of human feedback
and technology to support people in
personalised and intelligent ways

learning in the future.

Technology and predictive analytics go
beyond using data to improve learning outcomes –
they place the student at the centre of an
integrated holistic experience.
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Our commitment is to support and empower every student, educator, staff
member and parent on their digital transformation journey. CEWA’s strategic
intent of LEAD - ‘Learning, Engagement, Accountability and Discipleship’ acts
as the framwork for this program.
Visit leadinglights.cewa.edu.au

